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In this paper, we investigate the holographic complexity in the charged Taub-NUT-AdS black holes with
Misner strings present in the Einstein-Maxwell gravity. We show that differing from the normal black holes,
where the late-time complexity growth rate is only determined by the quantities at outer and inner “Reissner-
Nordstrom”-type (RN-type) horizons, here the quantities (the Misner potential and Misner charge) related to the
Misner strings also play an important role in CA complexity. Similar to the case of the normal electromagnetic
black hole, the late-time rate for the original CA conjecture is independent on the magnetic charges. However,
disparate with common results of the dyonic solutions, the electric charge appeared here is the total charge of
this black hole. Besides, we found that the result in this original CA conjecture also violates the electromagnetic
duality. And this duality can be restored by adding the Maxwell boundary term with the proportional constant
γ = 1/2. In this case, the late-time rate is sensitive to the magnetic charge. Moreover, we also found that the
additional term only changes the proportion between the electric and magnetic charges, and it does not affect the
Misner term appeared in the late-time rate. Finally, we studied the time-dependence of the complexity growth
rate and found that they share similar behaviors with that in RN-AdS black holes.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the
topic of “quantum complexity”, which is defined as the min-
imum number of gates required to obtain a target state start-
ing from a reference state [1, 2]. From the holographic view-
point, Brown et al. suggested that the quantum complexity of
the state in the boundary theory is dual to some bulk gravita-
tional quantities which are called “holographic complexity”.
Then, the two conjectures, “complexity equals volume” (CV)
[2, 3] and “complexity equals action” (CA) [4, 5], were pro-
posed. They aroused widespread attention of researchers to
both holographic complexity and circuit complexity in quan-
tum field theory, e.g. [6–63].
In present work, we only focus on the CA conjecture,
which states that the quantum complexity of a particular state
|ψ(tL, tR)〉 on the boundary is given by
CA (|ψ(tL, tR)〉)≡ IWDWpi h¯ . (1)
Here IWDW is the on-shell action in the corresponding
Wheeler-DeWitt (WDW) patch, which is enclosed by the past
and future light sheets sent into the bulk spacetime from the
timeslices tL and tR. As argued in [4], there is a bound of the
complexity growth rate at the late time
C˙ ≤ 2M
pi h¯
, (2)
which may be thought as the Lloyd’s bound of the black hole
system [64].
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In the previous works, the CA conjecture in the normal
black holes for variety of gravitational theories have been in-
vestigated. In Ref. [6], based on the Noether charge formal-
ism introduced by Iyer and Wald, a general formalism has
been obtained to describe the late-time CA complexity growth
rate in a multiple-horizon black hole for a general F(Riemann)
gravity, i.e.,
lim
t→∞
dCA
dt
=
1
pi h¯
[
Ω(µ)J(µ)+Λ∞[ξ ]−ΛC [ξ ]
]−
+
, (3)
where Ω(µ) and J(µ) are the angular velocity and angular mo-
mentum associated with the Killing horizon respectively, ΛC
denotes some charges related to the matter field, and the in-
dex {±} presents the quantities evaluated at the “outer” or
“inner” horizon. This result implies that the late-time rate
only depends on the quantities on the horizons. And this
can be understood since the boundary of the WDW patch is
only bounded by the spheres Σ± on the outer/inner horizon
and S∞ at asymptotic infinity. However, there are also some
black holes with different topology than normal black hole,
such as the Taub-NuT-AdS black hole with the Misner strings
[65, 66]. How is this nontrivial topology reflected in the holo-
graphic complexity? For this reason, the purpose of this paper
is to study the effect of the non-trivial topology of the space-
time on the holographic complexity in the CA picture.
As one of the most interesting solutions of general relativ-
ity, Taub-NUT spacetime [65, 66] has engendered lots of in-
vestigations since birth. In this spacetime, apart from the RN-
type horizons, there also exist two Misner string singularities
on the north and south pole axes due to the existence of NUT
parameter n. This Misner string is also a Killing horizon of
this black hole and it will actually change the topology of the
spacetime geometry, especially the late-time boundaries of the
WDW patch. As illustrated by Refs. [68, 69], there exist two
quantities to describe the Misner string: the Misner potential
ψ and charge N, which is introduced to make the thermody-
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2namics of Taub-NUT black hole has the expected features. In
the rest of this paper, we would like to evaluate the CA com-
plexity growth rate and discuss its corrections caused by this
Misner string.
Our paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
briefly review the rudiments about the charged Taub-NUT-
AdS spacetime and enumerate some basic thermodynamic
quantities for this black hole. In Sec. III, we evaluate the
time-dependence of the complexity growth rate in the charged
Taub-NUT-AdS black hole in the original CA picture and dis-
cuss the affection of the Misner string. In Sec. IV, we investi-
gate the CA conjecture with the additional Maxwell boundary
term. Finally, conclusions are presented in Sec. V.
II. GEOMETRY OF CHARGED TAUB-NUT-ADS
SPACETIME
In this paper, we consider the charged Taub-NUT-AdS so-
lution of the 4-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell gravity, where
the bulk action can be written as
Ibulk =
1
16pi
∫
M
d4x
√−g
(
R−2Λ−FabFab
)
, (4)
in which F = dA is the electromagnetic strength and R is the
Ricci scalar of the spacetime. The equations of motion are
given by
Rab− 12Rgab+Λgab = Tab ,
dG= 0,
(5)
with the energy-momentum tensor of the Maxwell field
Tab = FacFbc+GacGbc , (6)
and
G= ?F . (7)
The electric and magnetic charges inside a 2-dimensional sur-
face S2 can be defined as
qe[S2] =
1
4pi
∫
S2
G , qm[S2] =
1
4pi
∫
S2
F . (8)
According to the equations of motion (5), the charged Taub-
NUT-AdS solution can be read off [70, 71]
ds2 =− f (r)(dt+2ncosθ dφ)2+ dr
2
f (r)
+
(
r2+n2
)(
dθ 2+ sin2 θ dφ 2
)
,
A=− [h(r)−h0]dt−2h(r)ncosθ dφ ,
(9)
where
f (r) =
r2−2mr−n2+4n2g2+ e2
r2+n2
− 3n
4−6n2r2− r4
l2(r2+n2)
is the blackening factor,
h(r) =
er
r2+n2
+
g(r2−n2)
r2+n2
, (10)
and h0 is some arbitrary constant which reflects the gauge
freedom of the electromagnetic field. Besides, n and m are
the NUT and mass parameters, e and g are the electric and
magnetic parameters, and l is the AdS radius with Λ=−3/l2.
In this paper, we only consider the solution which has two
RN-type horizons which are located on the sphere with radius
of r = r±. And we can see that in this solution, apart from the
RN-type horizons, there also exist two Misner string singular-
ities on the north and south pole axes. And this Misner string
will affect the topology of this spacetime.
According to Eq. (9), we can immediately obtain electro-
magnetic field tensor
F =−e(n
2− r2)+4n2gr
(r2+n2)2
dr∧dt+ 2n[er+g(r
2−n2)]
r2+n2
×sinθdθ ∧dφ −2ne(n
2− r2)+4n2gr
(r2+n2)2
cosθ dr∧dφ .
(11)
Then, we can instantly obtain
G=
2n[g(n2− r2)− er]
(r2+n2)2
dr∧dt+ e(r
2−n2)−4n2gr
r2+n2
×sinθdθ ∧dφ + 4n
2[g(n2− r2)− er]
(r2+n2)2
cosθ dr∧dφ .
(12)
Performing the integration over a sphere Sr of radius r ac-
cording to Eq. (8) , we can obtain the electric and magnetic
charges inside this sphere
qe(r) =
e(r2−n2)−4grn2
r2+n2
,
qm(r) =
2n[er+g(r2−n2)]
r2+n2
.
(13)
One can note that disparate with common results of the dy-
onic solutions, the charges vary with the radius of the sphere
Sr, which can be easily understood since the sphere Sr is not a
close surface due to the existence of the Misner singularities.
And two kinds of special values of these charges are respec-
tively the asymptotic (r→ ∞) charges:
Qe = e , Qm = 2gn , (14)
and the horizon (r = r±) charges:
Q(±)e = qe(r±) , Q
(±)
m = qm(r±) , (15)
where r± denote the radius of the outer and inner horizons.
We can note that the electromagnetic duality (q2e↔ q2m) can be
realized by e↔−2ng,2ng↔ e. By performing the conformal
method [72], the mass of this black hole is obtained by
M = m , (16)
while the total angular momentum of the spacetime vanishes.
According to the line element (9), the Killing vector of the
horizon is manifestly given by
ka =
(
∂
∂ t
)a
. (17)
3And the temperature of these RN-type horizons are given by
the surface gravity
T (±) =
κ±
2pi
=
f ′(r±)
4pi
=
1
4pir±
(
1+
3(r2±+n2)
l2
− e
2+4n2g2
r2±+n2
)
.
(18)
The entropies of these horizons can be identified with the hori-
zon area law:
S(±) =
A±
4
= pi
(
r2±+n
2) . (19)
In order to obtain an expected feature of the thermodynam-
ics in this spacetime, Ref. [69] also introduced some quanti-
ties related to the Misner string, namely, the Misner potential
ψ and Misner charge N(±):
ψ = ψ(±) =
1
8pin
.
N(±) =−4n
3pi
r±
[
1+
3(n2− r2±)
l2
+
(r2±−n2)(e2+4egr±)
(r2±+n2)2
−4n
2g2(3r2±+n2)
(r2±+n2)2
]
.
(20)
Then, the first law of this black hole can be written as
δM = T (±)δS(±)+V (±)δP
+φ (±)e δQe+φ
(±)
m δQ
(±)
m +ψδN(±) ,
(21)
where
P=− Λ
8pi
=
3
8pil2
,
V (±) =
4
3
pir3±
(
1+
3n2
r2±
) (22)
are the thermodynamic pressure and thermodynamic volume
of the outer and inner horizons,
φ (±)e =
er±−2gn2
r2±+n2
, φ (±)m =
n(2gr±+ e)
r2±+n2
(23)
are the electric and magnetic potentials of the RN-type hori-
zons.
III. COMPLEXITY GROWTH RATE IN ORIGINAL CA
CONJECTURE
In this section, we use the “complexity equals action” con-
jecture to evaluate the complexity growth rate of the charged
Taub-NUT-AdS black hole of general relativity coupled with
a Maxwell field. As suggested by [13], the CA complexity
is equal to the full on-shell action on the WDW patch, which
includes not only the bulk action but the surface terms, corner
terms, and counterterms as well. According to [13], the total
action is given by
I = Ibulk+
1
8pi
∫
B
d3x
√
|h|K± 1
8pi
∫
C
d2x
√
ση
+
1
8pi
∫
N
dλd2θ
√
γκ+
1
8pi
∫
N
dλd2θ
√
γΘ ln(`ctΘ) ,
(24)
where K = ∇ana is the trace of the extrinsic curvature, λ is
the parameter of the null generator ka on the null segment,
κ measures the failure of λ to be an affine parameter which
is derived from ka∇akb = κkb, Θ = ∇aka is the expansion
scalar, and `ct is an arbitrary length scale. Here the surface
term and joint term are introduced to make the variational
principle well-posed. And the counterterm is added to ensure
reparametrization invariance on the null boundaries.
Next, to evaluate the complexity growth rate in the CA con-
text, we consider the change of the action within the WDW
patch. By considering the shift symmetry of this spacetime
geometry, we can fix the left boundary time tL = 0 and only
vary the right boundary time tR = t. Then, the changes of the
WDW patch of the charged Taub-NUT-AdS black holes with
two RN-type horizons can be illustrated in the Penrose dia-
gram Fig.1. To regulate the divergence near the AdS bound-
ary, a cut-off surface r = rΛ is introduced. Since we only
consider the time growth rate of the complexity, we can ne-
glect the higher-order term of δ t. As illustrated in the right
panel of Fig.1, under the first-order approximation of δ t, the
bulk region δM (±)m can be generated by the Killing vector ka
through an asymptotic null hypersurface N (±)m which termi-
nates on the 2-sphere C (±)m with the radius r = r
(±)
m . Without
loss of generality, we shall adopt the affine parameter for the
null generator of the null surface; as a consequence, the sur-
face term vanishes on all null boundaries. With these in mind,
the change of the total action can be written as
δ IWDW = IδM (−)m − IδM (+)m +δ IC (−)m −δ IC (+)m +δ Ict .
(25)
Bulk contributions
We start by evaluating the contributions from the bulk ac-
tion δM (−)m in the complexity growth rate. For simplification,
we will neglect the index for the quantities in this region. For
the bulk contribution from the gravitational action, we have
Igrav =
Λ
8pi
∫
δM
√−gd4x= Λδ t
8pi
∫
N
?k . (26)
Together with the equations of motion (5), utilizing the
facts that ka is a Killing vector and the sum of cyclic permu-
tations of the last three indices in Rabcd vanishes, we have the
following identity:
∇a∇akb =−Rbaka
=−Λkb−T abka ,
(27)
From the equation of motion dG= 0 of the electromagnetic
field, we can see that the on-shell value of G is a closed 2-
form, which implies that there exists a 1-form B such that
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FIG. 1. Wheeler-DeWitt patch of a charged Taub-NUT-AdS black holes with two RN-type horizons, where the dashed lines denote the cut-off
surface at asymptotic infinity, satisfying the asymptotic symmetries. In the left panel, we show that under the first-order approximation of δ t,
the bulk region δM (−)m can be generated by the Killing vector ka throughN
(−)
m .
G= dB. We can note that the new-defined vector potentialB
also allows a gauge freedom. Using the solution (9), it is not
difficult to verify that this vector potential can be expressed as
B = [p(r)− p0]dt+2np(r)cosθ dφ (28)
with
p(r) =
4n2gr− e(r2−n2)
2n(r2+n2)
, (29)
and arbitrary constant p0 which should be determined when
we fix the gauge. Substituting Eq. (6) into (27), the second
term becomes
T abka = kaFacFbc+ kaGacGbc
= Fbcka∇aAc−Fbcka∇cAa+Gbcka∇aBc−Gbcka∇cBa
=−Fbc∇cΦe+Gbc∇cΦm
= ∇a
(
FabΦe−GabΦm
)
,
(30)
where we have used the fact that Lie derivatives of vector po-
tentialsA andB along the vector ka vanish, namelyLkA= 0
and LkB = 0, and denote the contractions of Killing vector
ka with two vector potentials as
Φe = kaAa , Φm =−kaBa , (31)
which can be regarded as the electric and magnetic potentials
of Maxwell field. And the counterparts of the inner and outer
horizon can be defined as
φ (±)e =Φe(∞)−Φe(r±) ,
φ (±)m =Φm(∞)−Φm(r±).
(32)
From Eqs. (9) and (28), it is not difficult to see that they are
actually the potentials as shown in Eq. (23). Then, Eq. (27)
together with (30) yields
∇a
(
∇akb+FabΦe−GabΦm
)
=−Λkb . (33)
Using the language of differential forms, we have
2Λ?k = d (?dk+2ΦeG+2ΦmF ) . (34)
Substituting above expression into (26), the gravitational part
(26) can be expressed as
Igrav =
δ t
16pi
∫
N
d (?dk+2ΦeG+2ΦmF ) . (35)
Next, we consider the bulk contribution from the electromag-
netic field,
IEM =− 18pi
∫
δM
F ∧G
=− δ t
8pi
∫
N
k · (F ∧G)
=− δ t
8pi
∫
N
[(k ·dA)∧G+F ∧ (k ·dB)]
=
δ t
8pi
∫
N
d (ΦeG−ΦmF ) ,
(36)
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FIG. 2. The null segment N (±)m of WDW patch in charged Taub-
NUT-AdS spacetimes: Misner tubes, as a result of the effect of NUT
parameter n, besides the standard boundaries C (±)m and at infinity
S∞, the two Misner tubes T
(±)
N and T
(±)
S of radius ε surrounding
the symmetric strings are located at the north and south pole axes,
cosθ = ±1, which connected C (±)m and S∞. Here Σ± denote the
portion on the horizonH±.
where we also usedLkA=LkB = 0, as well as dF = dG=
0 for the on-shell field A. Combing these results, the bulk
contribution becomes
IδM = Igrav+ IEM
=
δ t
16pi
∫
N
d (?dk+4ΦeG)
=
δ t
16pi
∫
∂N
(?dk+4ΦeG)
(37)
For the normal black holes, the hypersurfaceN is bounded
by the spheres C with the radius r= r(−)m and S∞ at asymptotic
infinity. However, when the Misner strings are present, there
exists the Misner string singularities which locate at θ = 0 and
θ = pi . Then, the decomposition will depend on the Misner
strings (See Fig.2). Therefore, we also need to introduce two
Misner string tubesTN andTS which are located at θ = ε and
θ = pi− ε with infinitesimal parameter ε , respectively. After
taking into account the orientation of the boundaries, we have
∂N =TN+S∞−TS−C . (38)
Thus, the integral (37) can be decomposed into the following
integrations over several pieces of boundaries:
IδM =
δ t
16pi
∫
S∞
?dk− δ t
16pi
∫
C
?dk+
δ t
4pi
∫
S∞
ΦeG
− δ t
4pi
∫
C
ΦeG+
δ t
16pi
∫
TN
(?dk+4ΦeG)
− δ t
16pi
∫
TS
(?dk+4ΦeG) .
(39)
By considering line element (9) of this spacetime, we eval-
uate the Hodge dual of ka, namely
?dk =− 2n f (r)
r2+n2
dr∧ (dt+2ncosθ dφ)
− sinθ(r2+n2) f ′(r)dθ ∧dφ . (40)
Then, we can further obtain∫
C
?dk =−4pi(r2+n2) f ′(r) (41)
Considering the fact that r→ r− at the late times, we have
− 1
16pi
lim
t→∞
∫
C
?dk = TS . (42)
At the same time, we can also obtain∫
TN
?dk =−
∫
TS
?dk
=−8pin
2rΛ
l2
− 2pi
2(e2+4g2n2)
n
+
8pin2r
l2
+
4pi
[
2mn2+(e2+4g2n2−2n2)r]
r2+n2
− 32pin
4r
l2(r2+n2)
+
4pi(e2+4g2n2)arctan(r/n)
n
.
(43)
Finally, we evaluate the contributions from the electromag-
netic field. According to the above calculation, we can see
that our final result (39) is independent on the gauge choice
of electromagnetic potentials. For later convenience, here we
choose the gauge such that Φe(r−) = 0, i.e.,
Φe(r) =Φ
(−)
e (r) =
er−−2n2g
n2+ r2−
− er−2n
2g
n2+ r2
. (44)
Then, we can further obtain∫
TN
4ΦeG=−
∫
TS
4ΦeG
=
2pi2(e2+4g2n2)
n
− 4pi(e
2+4g2n2)arctan(rh/n)
n
+
8n2pi
[
e2r−4n2g(e+gr)]
(n2+ r2)2
− 16pin
2φ (−)e (e+2gr)
n2+ r2
− 4pi[e
2r−4n2g(e−gr)]
n2+ r2
.
(45)
From these results, Eq. (39) can be expressed by
IδM /δ t =
(r2+n2) f ′(r)
4
+φ (−)e Qe−Φ(−)e (r)qe(r)
+K(−)(r)+
1
16pi
∫
S∞
?dk
(46)
where we have denoted
K(±)(r) =
1
8pi
∫
T
(±)
N
(
?dk+4Φ(±)e G
)
=
n2r(r2−3n2)
l2(n2+ r2)
+
n2r(e2+2egr− r2)
(n2+ r2)2
+
mn2
n2+ r2
− n
4[r+2g(e+2gr)]
(n2+ r2)2
− 2n
2φ (±)e (e+2gr)
n2+ r2
− n
2rΛ
l2
,
(47)
6with
Φ(+)e (r) =
er+−2n2g
n2+ r2+
− er−2n
2g
n2+ r2
(48)
such that Φ(+)e (r+) = 0. With similar calculation, we can also
obtain the contributions from δM(+)m and the growth rate of
the bulk action can be read off
dIbulk
dt
=
[
φ (h)e Qe+K(h)−Φ(h)e qe+ (r
2+n2) f ′(r)
4
]χ−
χ+
,
(49)
where we denote χ± ≡ {h=±, r = r(±)m }. By comparing the
expressions of the Misner potential and charge (20), together
with the fact r(±)m → r± at late times, we can easily verify
K(−)(r−)−K(+)(r+) = ψ
(
N(−)−N(+)
)
. (50)
Together with the fact Φ(±)e (r±) = 0, the late-time growth rate
of the bulk action can be expressed as
lim
t→∞
dIbulk
dt
= T (−)S(−)−T (+)S(+)
+
(
φ (−)e −φ (+)e
)
Qe+ψ
(
N(−)−N(+)
)
.
(51)
Joint contributions
We next calculate the joint contributions from meeting
points C (±)m . From the line element (9), it is not hard to find
that
ka1 =
1
f (r)
(
∂
∂ t
)a
+
(
∂
∂ r
)a
,
ka2 =−
1
f (r)
(
∂
∂ t
)a
+
(
∂
∂ r
)a (52)
are the affinely null generator of the past right and past left
null boundaries separately, which means that the null surface
term will vanishes under this choice. Then, we can obtain k1 ·
k2 = 2/ f . By using the transformation parameter η = ln(|k1 ·
k2|/2), we have
I
C
(+)
m
=−1
2
[
(r(+)m )2+n2
]
ln
[
− f (r(+)m )
]
. (53)
According to (52), the integral curves of the two generators
can be expressed as t(λ ) = t + r?(λ ) , r(λ ) = λ , θ(λ ) =
θ , φ(λ ) = φ and t(λ ) = −r?(λ ) , r(λ ) = λ , θ(λ ) =
θ , φ(λ ) = φ , separately. Here we defined the tortoise co-
ordinates,
r?(r) =−
∫ ∞
r
dr
f (r)
, (54)
where this range of integration is chosen to make that the co-
ordinate satisfy the boundary condition limr→∞ r?(r) = 0. Ac-
cording to [11], it can be written as
r?(r) =
ln(|r− r+|/r)
g(r+)(r+− r−) −
ln(|r− r−|/r)
g(r−)(r+− r−)
− 1
r+− r−
∫ ∞
r
G(r)dr
(55)
with
g(r) =
f (r)
(r− r+)(r− r−) ,
G(r) =
g(r+)r−g(r)r+
g(r+)g(r)r(r− r+) −
g(r−)r−g(r)r−
g(r−)g(r)r(r− r−) .
(56)
By using the integral curves of the generator, the radius of the
meeting point C (+)m can be obtained by
r?(r(+)m ) =− t2 . (57)
Then, the change rate of this dynamical point can be read off
dr(+)m
dt
=−1
2
f (r(+)m ) . (58)
The time derivative of the joint action can be expressed by
dI
C
(+)
m
dt
=
[
(r2+n2) f ′(r)
4
+
r f (r)
2
ln(− f (r))
]∣∣∣∣
r=r(+)m
.(59)
With similar consideration, we can further obtain the contri-
bution from the joint C (−)m . And the growth rate of the joint
actions can be written as
dIjoint
dt
=
[
(r2+n2) f ′(r)
4
+
r f (r)
2
ln(− f (r))
]r(+)m
r(−)m
, (60)
where we used the ralation
r?(r(−)m ) =
t
2
. (61)
At the late times, we have
lim
t→∞
dIjoint
dt
= T (+)S(+)−T (−)S(−) . (62)
Counterterm contributions
Finally, we consider the counterterm contributions. We first
evaluate the contribution which comes from the past right null
boundary with λ as the affine parameter, i.e., ka1 = (∂/∂λ )
a
in (52), which gives rise to the expansion Θ = 2r/(n2 + r2).
Then, the counterterm of the past right null segment can be
shown as
I(pr)ct =
∫ rΛ
r(+)m
dλ r(λ ) ln
(
2r(λ )`ct
r(λ )2+n2
)
, (63)
By considering that r(λ ) = λ , the rate of this counterterm be-
comes
dI(pr)ct
dt
=
1
2
r f (r) ln
(
2r`ct
r2+n2
)
. (64)
Again, we can obtain the counterterm contributions from other
segments and the final result is given by
dIct
dt
=
[
r f (r) ln
(
2r`ct
r2+n2
)]r(+)m
r(−)m
. (65)
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FIG. 3. The time dependence of the complexity growth rate in the
context of original CA conjecture with m= 1, l= 1, `ct = 0.1,e= 0.2,
and g= 0.2.
By summing all the previous results, one can further obtain
dCA
dt
=
1
pi h¯
×
[
K(h)+φ (h)e Qe−Φ(h)e qe− 12 r f ln
(
4r2`2ct| f |
(r2+n2)2
)]χ−
χ+
(66)
In Fig.3, we show the time-dependence of the complex-
ity growth rate with the original CA conjecture. This figure
shows a similar behavior with the case of the RN-AdS black
hole in [11] in which the late-time value is approached above.
Moreover, we can see that for the case with small NUT and
electromagnetic charges, the Lloyd’s bound will be violated
when we consider the full-time evolution of the complexity.
This can be easily understood since the charged Taub-NUT-
AdS black hole will return to the RN-AdS black hole and the
CA complexity in RN-AdS can also violate the Lloyd’s bound
in some small charge cases [11].
Finally, we consider the late time result of this holographic
complexity. Summing above results, it can be written as
lim
t→∞
dCA
dt
=
1
pi h¯
[(
φ (−)e −φ (+)e
)
Qe+ψ
(
N(−)−N(+)
)]
.
(67)
We can note that in this case, the Misner string plays an
important role in the holographic complexity. When the Mis-
ner string exists, the late-time complexity growth rate is de-
pendent on the Misner potential and Misner charge which is
introduced in Ref. [69] to obtain the expected features of the
thermodynamics in the charged Taub-NUT-AdS black holes.
Moreover, differing from the normal charged black holes,
where the charges appeared in the late-time rate of the CA
complexity only depends on their values on the horizons, the
electric charge here is the total charge of the black hole. These
results imply that the holographic complexity can exactly re-
flect the nontrivial topological of this spacetime, such as the
existence of the Misner string. Moreover, similar to the dy-
onic black hole, the late-time growth rate of this original CA
conjecture only depends on the electric charge. And one can
verify that this result also violates the electromagnetic dual-
ity of the Maxwell theory. It was recently proposed in [51]
that this electromagnetic duality can be restored by adding the
Maxwell boundary terms. Therefore, in the next section, we
would like to study the CA complexity with Maxwell bound-
ary terms.
IV. COMPLEXITY GROWTH RATEWITH MAXWELL
BOUNDARY TERM
In [51], the author discussed the CA complexity of the dy-
onic black hole in Einstein-Maxwell gravity. They found that
the original CA complexity in this case also violates the elec-
tromagnetic duality, and for the purely magnetic case, the late-
time complexity growth rate always vanishes. In order to ob-
tain the expected features of the CA duality, they suggested
that the complexity should be modified by adding the addi-
tional Maxwell boundary term,
IµQ =
γ
4pi
∫
∂M
G∧A , (68)
where γ is a free parameter. Unlike the Gibbons-Hawking sur-
face term, this boundary term was not required by the varia-
tion principle, and it only gives different boundary conditions
of the electromagnetic field. Then, the full action is given by
Ifull = I+ IµQ . (69)
If the electromagnetic field satisfies the equation of motion
dG= 0, using the Stokes’ theory, this boundary term is equiv-
alent to
IµQ =
∫
M
LµQ (70)
with
LµQ =
γ
4pi
G∧F . (71)
With the similar calculation as the EM bulk term (36), the con-
tributions from the Maxwell boundary term to the late-time
complexity growth rate can be shown as
δ IµQ =−γδ t4pi
[∫
N
(−)
m
d
(
Φ(−)e G−ΦmF
)
−
∫
N
(+)
m
d
(
Φ(+)e G−ΦmF
)]
.
(72)
Without loss of generality, here we choose the gauge such
that Φm(∞) = 0, i.e., we have Φm(r±) =−φ (±)m and
Φm(r) =−n(e+2gr)n2+ r2 . (73)
Using the Eqs. (11) and (12), we can further obtain
∆(±)q (r
(±)
m ) =
1
2pi
∫
T
(±)
N
(
Φ(±)e G−ΦmF
)
=
2n2(rh− r)(e+2gr)
[
errh−n2(e+2grh+2gr)
]
(n2+ r2h)(n
2+ r2)2
∣∣∣∣∣
χ±
.
(74)
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FIG. 4. The time dependence of the complexity growth rate in the context of CA conjecture with Maxwell boundary term. In the left panel, we
set m = 1, l = 1, `ct = 0.1,e = 0.2,g = 0.2 and change the NUT parameter n. In the right panel, we set m = 1, l = 1,e = 0.2,g = 0.2,n = 0.1
and change scale length `ct.
Then, we have
dIµQ
dt
= γ
[
φ (±)e Qe−Φ(±)e qe+Φmqm+∆(h)q
]χ+
χ−
. (75)
The complexity growth rate with this boundary term can be
expressed by
dC˜A
dt
=
1
pi h¯
[
K(h)+(1− γ)
(
φ (h)e Qe−Φ(h)e qe
)
+γΦmqm+ γ∆
(h)
q − 12 r f ln
(
4r2`2ct| f |
(r2+n2)2
)]χ−
χ+
.
(76)
At the late times, it becomes
lim
t→∞
dC˜A
dt
=
1
pi h¯
[
(1− γ)
(
φ (−)e −φ (+)e
)
Qe
γ
(
φ (−)m Q
(−)
m −φ (+)m Q(+)m
)
+ψ
(
N(−)−N(+)
)]
.
(77)
We can note that in the charged Taub-NUT-AdS black hole,
the Maxwell boundary term only affects the proportion be-
tween the electric and magnetic terms, and it does not con-
tribute to the part of the Misner term at the late times. More-
over, we can see that different with the electric charge, here
the magnetic charge is determined by the inner and outer hori-
zons. It is not difficult to verify that the case with γ = 1/2
also gives the result which satisfies the electromagnetic dual-
ity. Then, the complexity growth rate becomes
dC˜A
dt
=
[
2n2r3−6n4r+ l2(2mn2+ e2r−2n2r+4n2g2r)
2pi h¯l2(n2+ r2)
− r f (r)
2pi h¯
ln
(
−4r
2`2ct f (r)
(r2+n2)2
)]r(−)m
r(+)m
.
(78)
Then, its late-time limit can be shown as
pi h¯
2M
lim
t→∞
dC˜A
dt
=
(r+− r−)(l2+3n2+ r2−+ r−r++ r2+)
2(r++ r−)(l2+6n2+ r2−+ r2+)
<
1
2
,
(79)
which is much less than the Llyod’s bound. In Fig.4, we
show the time-dependence of the complexity growth rate in
this modified CA conjecture with γ = 1/2. This figure also
shows a similar behavior with the case of the RN-AdS black
hole. However, from the right panel of Fig.4, we can see that
the maximal value of the complexity growth rate will decrease
as the length scale `ct decreases and finally approach the late-
time value. Therefore, in this case, the Lloyd’s bound can
always be satisfied as long as we choose a proper length scale
`ct, since the late-time value is much lower than the Lloyd’s
bound in this case.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the holographic complexity
in the charged Taub-NUT-AdS black holes with two RN-type
horizons present in the Einstein-Maxwell gravity. Differing
from the normal black holes, the Misner string will affect the
topology of the spacetime geometry. In the context of holog-
raphy, this nontrivial topology also plays an important role in
the holographic complexity. For the normal black holes, the
late-time rate of the complexity only depends on the quantities
on the outer and inner RN-type horizons. However, here it is
also determined by the quantities on the Misner string, i.e., the
Misner potential ψ and Misner charge N(±). Besides, we also
found that the electric charge appeared in the late-time rate is
the total charge of this black hole, while as indicated by the
previous literature [6–11], it is only the charges on the hori-
zon for the normal black hole case. These results imply that
the holographic complexity can exactly reflect the non-trivial
topological of this spacetime. Moreover, similar to the dyonic
black hole, the late-time growth rate of this original CA con-
jecture only depends on the electric charge, and it violates the
electromagnetic duality of the Maxwell theory. It was recently
proposed in Ref. [51] that this electromagnetic duality can be
restored by adding the Maxwell boundary terms. Therefore,
in Sec. IV, we also studied the CA complexity with the ad-
ditional Maxwell boundary terms. By adding the Maxwell
boundary term, this late-time rate would become sensitive to
9the magnetic charge. And the special choice γ = 1/2 can
also make our final result satisfies the electromagnetic dual-
ity. Finally, we found that this additional term only changes
the proportion between the electric and magnetic charges, and
it does not affect the Misner term. Finally, we studied the
time-dependence of the complexity growth rate with or with-
out Maxwell boundary term and found that they share similar
behaviors with that in RN-AdS black holes. For the special
case with γ = 1/2, the Lloyd’s bound can always be satisfied
as long as we choose some proper scale length `ct.
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